Turkey Ready to Bowl will of Great Britain

PLAN TO CROSS
PANAMA WITH
SECOND CANAL

New Project Discussed
By Harding Cabinet;
Profits Of First To
Pay For Second

(From United Press) Washington, Feb. 6---The question of building a second canal across the isthmus of Panama is soon to be discussed in Washington, according to a statement by Senator Harding, chairman of the Senate Foreign Relations Committee. The senator strongly spoke for the project, which he said would be of great benefit to the United States.

LENON CONFIDENT HOLD TRIOUTS
IOWA GLEE CLUB THIS AFTERNOON
WILL RANK HIGH FOR TWO PLAYS

Men's Glee Club Makes
Final preparation for season
in Chicago

The University Men's Glee Club will make its entire autumn final preparation for the intercollegiate glee club competition to be held in Chicago, it was announced yesterday.

To convert the Iowa club will compete against the best club in the United States. The contests are not engaged as in all the contests are in all the clubs will be turned on the opportune moment. At present the Chicago, Win- nipeg, and University of Illinois clubs are given as the leaders. Van Gorp S2 or bu

TALENTED ACTRESS IN ROLL OF PORTIA

Mills Referred To As an
Excellent Actress
By Expression

Alma W. Mills, who is to take part in the motion picture production of "The Merchant of Venice" at the Fox Theatre production of "The Mer- chant of Venice" for the New York stage, will play the part of Portia in the picture. There will be no change in the cast except that Miss Mills will replace Miss Helene Costello, who will play Ophelia. It is believed that the part of Portia will be well taken by Miss Mills, according to reports.

The newspaper said that Miss Mills would be an excellent choice for the role. She has appeared in a number of plays and has been praised for her acting. She is believed to be a shrewd and intelligent actress.

Hawkaye Sales Drive
By Theda Sigma Phi

The sales campaign of the Hawkaye sales drive started today, Tuesday, Feb. 15. A hundred per cent of the act work that will be used in the book activity yesterday will be used in the advertising campaign. The majority of the work is for the benefit of the club and will go to the club.

The Hawkaye drive is being managed by the local chapter of the Sigma Phi national organization.

The 100 per cent of the officers and members are subject to a review of their sales records for their sales activity, according to reports. The review is being made by the local chapter of the Sigma Phi national organization.
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Pocahontas Coal

The last of the season

We now have on truck a car of GENUINE NEW RIVER WEST VIRGINIA POCAHONTAS "COAL."

Price $17.50

Do not confuse this with so-called Pocahontas from Pennsylvania and Oklahoma which sells for much less. Order today—supply limited.

Dunlap Coal Co.

Phone 10

By-the-Dow

Somebody's Mistake-

In yesterday's ad for our contest it reads “the pictures should not be larger than 5x8.” This is WRONG.

It should read they MUST be 5x7 or OVER.

Think of the many features of Racin's stores which you can work up. The fountains that serve those wonderful drinks. Those excellent Pool and Billiard tables, the comfortable booths, the candy counters, etc., etc.

Let's Get Busy RACINE'S CIGARETTE STORES
STUDENTS NOT NATIVE OF STATE TELL WHY THEY CAME TO IOWA

The University directory contains names of students from almost every state in the union, as also students from foreign lands as India, Japan, China, and the Philippines. The most interesting reason for choosing Iowa in preference to other state or institutions given to a reporter is interviewing about 200 students from different states and countries was, "I knew that Iowa was the best university, as I came here. I felt it was the honor to graduate from the University of Iowa."

Three members of Staff and Cir- cle are from outside the state of South Dakota. Beatrice Gates of At. First, S. Dak., who is a member of staff and Circle, Chi Omega society, women's glee club, and is Lola L. Kell of Hereford, and arranged.

Dak., who is a member of Women's glee club, and is Lola L. Kell of Hereford, and arranged.

Will be at the Iowa as a state. The hills, Dance To-night.

DR. H. J. LACKE prescribes "Nature's Greatest Remedies for the "Blues" and other aments. Will be at the FAMIDE THEATRE for 6 days.

Wanted: 50 Students Not Native of State... TUXEDOS at a popular price $27.50

MORE THAN TWO HUNDRED COLLEGE MEN AND WRESTLINGを持つTO DECOUPE THIS OILE. EASY. THE GREATEST VALUE EVER OFFERED IN EYES WANTED TO BE MARKED AS THE "TALK OF THE TOWN." COME IN AND SEE FOR YOURSELF.
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Alumni to Hear Exercises by Radio

Are Urged to Have Local Meetings to Hear Broadcast-

Dance Tonight...

Dance Tonight...

HABER, West Virginia, Wednesday, February 25.
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Greeks draw for places in relay carnival

Black Bear will Someday Be Used for Bow and Arrow

F. R. Wyman, Iowa City's oldest merchant, relates in retrospective fashion, a few choice anecdotes on the days when he was a student at the University in 1877.

In 1877 when the men's section of the University was about to open the store which it still operates today, Mr. Wyman was a student in the college.

Mr. Wyman has been a well known and respected business man in Iowa City for over fifty years.

The Iowa rifle team schedule for the current year has been announced by the military department of the university.

Regular matches will be held at firing stations throughout the state.

The drawing for the relay carnival has been announced.

CLASICAL CLUB TO HOLD DINNER

The Classical Club will give a reception Friday night to the classics students who are attending the University of Iowa this year.

The drawing for the relay carnival has been announced.

A tentative list of events for the meet has been published.

GREEKS DRAW FOR PLACES IN RELAY CARNIVAL

Plans for Annual Relay Carnival Completed; Fraternity Drawings
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PEGULIAR CHILD
OFTEN DEFECTIVE

Morgan Says Majority of Odd-School Children Are Not Mentally Defective

"Eight-tenths of the children in the grade schools who have been referred to me for individual examinations by teachers who have said, 'My idea is that if we are going to really understand mental and physical deficiencies in children, we must go out to the schools and examine the children there in person,' known to sending certain cases to be sent to our clinic, in some instances I find that it is not because the child is mentally weak, not just because he doesn't like the teacher and will not study for her, but that things have weakened. In many of the pupils the pupil cannot pursue the studies which the school classes offer."

Director Morgan has been conducting mental examinations in some of the grade schools and he says, "My idea is that if we are going to really understand mental and physical deficiencies in children, we must go out to the schools and examine the children there in person, known to sending certain cases to be sent to our clinic, in some instances I find that it is not because the child is mentally weak, not just because he doesn't like the teacher and will not study for her, but that things have weakened. In many of the pupils the pupil cannot pursue the studies which the school classes offer."
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1. Establishment by the social committee of all the students.
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WILL YOU NAME BE IN

THE POORFOOT ROYAL

February 22nd

(Adv.)

We are in a most perplexing situation. We have one class, the instructor of which invariably

fails to reach his class, and in addition, we have another class, the instructor of which

tries to reach his class, but fails to do so. What to do? What to do!

A restaurant patron wondered why it took so long to fill his order, but the mystery was solved when the waiter had been shrinking the steak.

"Men's Fashions" and "What's the Dress in Man's Ward" seem to be attracting some

attention in the ladies' department. Numerous discussions have arisen as to how to make really good grocers are making.

Our own columnists have found that a man in good health who never sleeps has

just had a haircut yet never appears to need one. He is wearing a beard now and

yet never appears to be shabby.

No wonder the librarian variable when a new student in the school of music asked for M.oz's "Piano Fundamentals."

SEVENTEEN

When we reviewed recently, with

mention to "Town and Gown," we

found that the great thing about

such a book was that it contains so few worthwhile

steps. It is admitted that every

college and university has its fav-

orite group of its students, but the

few which are interested in "Town and Gown."" There

are a few in the book which are of

some interest, but the rest are

just as interesting as the few which

are not. The great fault we find with

the book is that it is not

written in such a way as to

make it interesting. Even

English students would find

boring to see such a book

written. We do not think it

worth while to read such a

book.

The best episode, by far,

of the various episodes featured

by the book is "Peter Hughes did not

make it as good as it was supposed

to be."

PETER HANSEN—I want to

say that the book is well

written and that it is

indeed a "good" book.

The book is well

written, and it is

indeed a "good" book.

The book is well

written, and it is

indeed a "good" book.
Women Watch Bank Stubs and Overdraw Less Often Than Men

"Women are much more careful with regard to their bank accounts than men. They watch their checks much more carefully and overdraw less often. Checks written on their bank by girls are seldom bad, and girls have savings to their names, but we have more trouble with boys in this matter. A great many students write checks without having money in the bank because they do not keep their accounts closely enough, and we have to return some checks to them. Girls and boys who are working their way through school are much more careful. Of course, the general opinion of Iowa City bankers is that we have all in this same regard, a fact that we are supposed to have a better head for business than men.

"We have very little trouble with girl's accounts" said Mr. Giese of the Johnson County Savings bank. They watch their accounts closely on the whole, and we never hesitate to call any of them. Students run on a very low cash margin while in school but the most part. Their average balance is only a little over a dollar. But in the event of being made to make a deposit, their bank accounts drop down to making the end of the month and then replenish them with a check from home. Some of them try to have a balance of fifty or more for accounts, less than fifty cents for accounts.

They have very little trouble with account. Some girls actually have a balance of fifty cents for accounts. In the event of being made to make a deposit, their bank accounts drop down to making the end of the month and then replenish them with a check from home. Some of them try to have a balance of fifty or more for accounts, less than fifty cents for accounts.

Professor Banko is a widow. He received a A. Graduated from the University of Dubuque, Iowa, in 1911. He attended the New York University for the second semester. Delinquent students also caused a considerable amount of trouble. The outgoing officers are as follows: president, Mr. Grim; vice-president, Mr. Dorcas; secretary; Miss Maria Prevost. THE STRAND, East Washington.

Wanted

Beautiful and Damned

"They said that the girl's accounts were much more careful than the boy's. Mr. Giese attributes the very fact that a college man singles himself out to supply his clothing needs implies that he expects to know his tastes and requirements."}


Beautiful and Damned"

The Y. W. C. A. at the University this semester. They will also give a number of the Latin-American history and a course in recent American literature.

Professor Banko is a widow, as a result of the University of Dubuque. He has been in the history of the University of Dubuque and as a result of the University of Dubuque.

The program will consist of a semi-weekly play and every other branch of the work this year.

At the first meeting of the second semester will be held next Wednesday night at 7:30 p.m. in the III Assembly. Overdraw less often than men.

"It will be given by the Y. W. C. A. of the General Secretary of the Y. W. C. A., Miss Maria Prevost, and the names are listed in the telephone directory.

For This Semester

Selling Men's Clothing necessitates a clear understanding of style, fabrics, Tailoring, Quality and Wearing Properties, as well as the ability to suit individual requirements and body proportions.

"Men's War has its own individual entrance.

—and its own force of Salesmen. It is on the main floor.

Do you-
Want to rent a room?
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FRENCH POLIUS MARCH DEEPER INTO GERMANY

New Acts of Sabotage

By Causes of Dra­tic

FRENCH

New Acts of sabotage endangering the Fatherland with orders to break the course. A strike of railroaders were made in reprisal for stubborn

ial railroad center in Maffi, which is sixty miles from the state of Bavaria, was also occupied. From other parts of the Alsace region, the French ar-

1. Occupation of territory in Be-

3. Winter Night Suggestions

THEATRE. (the pits. Thousands of tons of coal believe

2. While the railroad industrial area and s till Ger-

1850.

1. German authorities declare that when the pits are full of coal the sal starred point of the French occupa- tion can be seen. Because when the real production of coal begins, then all the efforts have been focused on the small scale of the job by the inhabitants. The German government is still providing the coal with which the State miners are paid and has promised the men wages and an increase of prices if they continued to obey commands.

ENTHUSIASTS HEAR MEN'S GLEE CLUB

New Make Favorable Impression

Upon Audience At First

The University Men's Glee Club held a fresh open with its popularity in the campus and in the community but last night in its second concert giv en in the musical hall auditorium of the university. The program was well done and so diversified that everyone found it something entertaining. The French group was made up of the student bodies of Lyons, David S. Bown-

The appearance of the women晟 was key and the voices, which are the best in the group, were harmonious. The voices were clearly articulated, and the pianist playing several songs was heard to as particularly well.

COAT

A NEW BRADLEY

NORTH POLE SWEATER

$7.00

A mighty good looking coat to wear with an odd touch not expensive but very serviceable —

CLOTH MARSH

Easing...r.

DEAL WITH CLOTH MARSH

WHOL.SALE to the trade.

H. L. J. ACK

Dr. H. L. Jack
desires that your good laugh will cure your ailments. See him Friday at the PASTIME THEATRE.

Our Window

Winter Night Suggestions

Christmas Bridge and "00" South, Paul

Estridge, Devo,

Phineas Harbuck

Pul and Take Tops

Hare

Henry Louis

Druggist

The Renal's & Kodak Store

128 East College

MCKEPPY A1 of Morrisville.

First Rous: Robert W. Cooper

All of Noreo, Warren R. Hart-"00" of Cedar Rapids, Omer E. Smith All of Anamos, Carl G. Robertson All of Iowa City. Harvey J. Hewitt A1 of Avena, W. Gordon


CLOTH MARSH

CALL ROLLAND

Local Representative

BROCHON'S COMPLETE LINE

to keep up with World and University events.

It's cartoon, editorials, humorous column, book re-

views and human interest stories are "second to none"

in any University newspaper.

The best "buys" of the day, are daily chronicled in the Advertising Columns.

PRACTICAL AND COMPLETE

Delivered anywhere in Iowa City, until June 1.
Add 25c if mailed anywhere outside of the city.

PLOWS REPORTED

KILLED IN TRAIN WRECK

(Continued from page 1)

TO ACHIEVE GREATER PRESTIGE THAN IS ENSHRINED BY NATIONS

This fact gives his confidence that Iowa will rank high in the competition.

Under the regulations of the con-

ments of each club is limited to twenty-five

day, February 7, 1923.


IOWA

to Please desir ed.

A new one Wednesday at

The government is pre-